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Abstract
WUM is the part of web mining that identifies usages data from the web log server
,in order to known and improved serve the requirements of the web applications. The
WUM involves three types, Data Preprocessing , Pattern Discovery & Pattern Analysis.
pattern discovery phase contains many web data mining methods are apply to process the
data so as to discover patterns. Once the pattern discovered. Analysis is done using
various operation with unique session and unique user. This paper gives a brief overview
of WUM and its phases .
Keyword: Web mining, web usage , web log, data pre-processing, discovery phase
and analysis phase

1. Introduction
Website is a webpage collection. several scholars have been carried out for the web
improvement. Pattern analysis and discovery are the methods valuable for personalization
of web. Web marketing becomes more popular in current,for accurate result many visitor
use the specific website Web mining uses novel way of web marketing. Web mining has
the potential to discover the specific customers. Web log will not provide a clear idea
about the website user. It shows details about visitors. Browsers, web servers and proxy
server are the web mining keys. Cache and Cookies of web used to accessing website
speed improve but it delays the procedure of visitors identification. When data will take
time to reach the web server at user side ; it may be invalid while reaching the web server.
Storage is the difficulty in the web mining procedure. Web developers hire a another party
to store their web log data in the cloud this is a possible in case of web log manipulating.
The world wide web continues to grow both in huge volume of traffic and the
complexity and size of Web sites. It is difficult to identify the relevant information present
in the web. Most of the contents in the web are unstructured in nature, but very little work
deals with unstructured and heterogeneous information on the Web. Aims of web mining
are to finding and extracting relevant information that is hidden in Web related data, in
particular in text documents published on Web . Data Mining involves the concept of
extraction meaningful and important information from the database. Web mining is an
important part in data mining where we extract the interesting patterns from the contents.
Generally three kinds of information are handled in web site namely 1. Content 2.
Structure 3. Log data. On bases of these knowledge the Web Mining consists of 3
processes,Content Mining,Web Structure Mining 3) Usage Mining [1] as shown in fig.
content mining which is deals with the raw data that is available on the web. structure
mining is the second phase of web mining that is mainly deals with web structure
sites[2].Usage mining is the last phase of web minig this involves mining that usage
characteristics of the users of Web applications. It is in a less-structured format so that it
need a lots of pre-processing And parsing earlier than the specific extraction of the
desired information.This paper gives the survey of techniques of WUM. Data mining
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consist of several stages namely[3] Domain Understanding, Data selection, Data preprocessing and cleaning, Pattern discovery, Interpretation and Reporting.
Web Mining Can be generally classified into three different categories, in step with the
kinds of data to be mined.The brief overview of the three important categories :
Web Mining

Web Content
Mining

Web Structure
Mining

Search Result
Mining
Web Page
Content
Mining

Web Usage
Mining

General Access
Pattern
Tracking
Customized
Usage Pattern
Tracking

Figure 1. Types of Web Mining
Web Content Mining : It is the procedure of removing valuable knowledge from Web
documents contents. Content data corresponds to the set of facts a Web page was aimed to
users convey. It may contain of video, text, images, audio, or structured records for
example tables and lists. Text mining to Web content has been most extensively
researched. Issues text mining addressed are, extracting association patterns, topic
discovery, web documents clustering and Web Pages classification. Research activities on
this topic have drawn greatly on methods developed in other different disciplines for
example IR(information retrieval) and NLP.
Web Structure Mining : In which,classical web graph Web pages contains like nodes,
and also hyperlinks and edges connecting connected pages.It is the discovering structure
information procedure from the Web. This can be further classified into two types.
Hyperlinks: It is a structural unit that connects a Web page location to various
locations, either within the same Web page or on a various webpage. A hyperlink that
connects to a same page part is known as Hyperlink Of Intra-record, and the hyperlink
that connected two pages is known as an Inter-Document Hyperlink. These perfom
important work body on hyperlink analysis, of which Desikan et al. give an up-to-date
survey.
Document Structure: In whice content are presnt in the format of tree-structured, based
on numerous XML and HTML tags in page. Mining technique focused on automatically
mining DOM structures out of documents (Wang and Liu 1998, Lim, Moh, and Ng 2000
).
Web Usage Mining: WUM is the techniques of data mining to observe exciting usage
patterns from web server log, within the order to comprehend and improved serve the
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Web-based application needs. Usage data capture the identity or Web users origin along
with their performance of browsing at the web site.WUM itself can be categorized further
depending on the type of useful data these are:
Web Server Data: in which, user collected logs through Web server. Classic data
conclude Page reference ,IP address and also time of access.
Application Server Data: Business utility servers for example web common sense
story Server have important points to permit functions of E-commerce to be constructed
on prime of them with the aid of little effort. A key function is the track potential
numerous trade occasion types and log data them .
Application Level Data: Latest pursuits forms may also be outlined in an application,
and logging can be became on for them - generating histories of those in specific outlined
events [4].
WUM is the data mining method application to the observe utilization data from the
web server, with the intention to comprehend and improved serve the web-based
Applications needs [5]. WUM carries out exciting and important knowledge for an
assortment of people based on the various domains work. The WUM results can be used
in system enhancement, personalization, business intelligence, site modification, usage
characterization and so forth.
Usually, WUM consists of three different procedures: data pre-preprocessing,
discovery of patterns and analysis of patterns. As the patterns discovery data sources, the
outcomes‟ data preprocessing influences quality the patterns discovery results. It
improved pattern resource but cany discover topest quality data but also better the
algorithm of WUM.So, data preprocessing is mainly significant for the whole WUM
procedures and the key of the WUM‟s quality [6]. However, all kind of data set used in
data preprocessing varies not only in the location terms of the data source, but also the
data available type, the population segment from which the data are collected, and it‟s
implementation method.

2. Existing Technique
Data Preprocessing in WUM

In which, the input data comes from various session file that provides an exact account
of who Web site accessed, who send the request, in what way,also how long all page was
seen. and in what order, and also User session is the page accesses set that happen at the
time of a single Web site visit. However, reasons because we will discuss in the
following, the knowledge contained in a raw data ,it does not reliabl for a user , session
file before data preprocessing. Usually,data preprocessing incorporate of direction
completion, , cleaning of data and identification of user & session.
A. Data Cleaning
It is to get rid of the redundant and irrelevan log entries for mining system. There are
three distinct types of redundant or irrelevant information needed to the smooth:
accessorial resources set in file of the HTML, robots‟& error request.
1) Accessorial Resources :when your HTTP protocol has been connectionless. A
consumer‟s request to view a specific page often outcomes in various log entries since
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scripts and graphics are down-loaded in the HTML file addition. Since the basic intent of
WUM is to get a user‟s behavior picture, it does not create sense to contain file requests
that the user did not request explicitly. Items elimination deemed unrelated can be
reasonably accomplished through checking the URL name suffix.
2) Robots‟ requests: Robots (also referred to as spiders) are instruments of software that
scan a website online to mine its content material. Spiders mechanically comply with the
entire hyperlinks from web log page. Search engine is use spider for grap the every
pages from online web site and modified their search indexes [7]. To do away with
robots‟ request, we are able to seen for each host which have requested in, “robots.Txt”.
3) Error‟s request : These are main for mining procedure. They may be able to be
eliminate via checking the request fame. Comparable to, if the status is 404, it is present that
requested useful resource which have no existence. These data entry in log will also be get rid of
then.

B. User Identification
A useridentification is importantly .complicated through local caches existence, firewalls
of corporate, and proxy servers. The WUM approaches that user cooperation rely are the
easiest ways to the deal with this issue. However, it‟s challenging because of privacy and
security. In our experiment, we use many steps to user identify:
1) All user have unique Ip Address;
2) For many logs, if the IP address of user‟s are the same, but agent log present a
modification in browser operating system and software, An IP address with represents a
various user ;
3) Making use of the access log along referrer logs and site topology to assemble
browsing method for all user. If a web page send a request that isn't the directly reachable
via a hyperlink from any of the pages users visited by way of, there may be yet another
one-of-a-kind consumer with the equal IP.
C. User Session Identification
A person session method a delimited collection of the person clicks throughout a number
of web servers. The session identification aim is to divide the page accesses of all userinto
periods of person. At gift, the techniques to establish person session conclude timeout
mechanism [8] and likewise maximal forward reference [9] . The following rules that is
use in our project:
1) In a session of user, if the refer page is null, there is a novel session;
2) If there is a novel user, there is a novel ;
3) If time b/w the page requests then it exceeds a numerous limit(30 or 25.5mintes), it is
supposed that the user is starting a novel .
D. Path Completion
It is the last phase or data-preprocessing.In which,access the important page record that
are missing in accessvlog over the browser and proxy serverand the local cache. The path
completion task is to complete with these missing page references.
Techniques similar to those used for identification of user can be used for completion
path. If a page send a request which is not directly connected to the last page a requested
of user firstly referrer log check to present page request where it come from. If page is in
user's present request, then the assumption is that consumer Backtracked with the “again”
button presented on finest browsers and calling up cached varieties pages unless a novel
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page used to be requested. If the referrer log is just not clear, website topology can be
used to the similar outcomes. If more than one web pages in the customer's historical past
include a link to requested page, it's assumed that page close to the earlier requested page
is the source of the novel request.
The path completion is complete on either dynamic pages or static pages. It is easy to
work on static pages while for Web sites designed applying the CMS concept don‟t
contain a unique page name for all page, pages instead contain id through which the pages
content can be retrieved. So performing way completion becomes complex and difficult.
In the preprocessing stage, after identify sessions, while attempting for way completion,
we build the page name through page reading page name and id from the xml files for
example site map and RSS feed, and at the time of completion path, we add missing
pages which is missing in the session, Eliminate pages which is duplicate in the
consecutive access within a provide session and Map the pages name with the page
number which present in this session. Apart from this ,we add the idea of the event as per
academic calendar in context with the University atmosphere. Adding events permit to
mine the web logs based on temporal idea, as the accesses to web through the users are
not same each time. Based on event lots of patterns can be discovered and also analyzed.

Pattern Discovery And Pattern Analysis In Web Usages Minig
A.Pattern Discovery in web usage mining
The Pattern Discovery stage purpose is to create knowledgefull data storedpatterns after
data reforming and cleaning. Pattern discovery is performed only after data cleaning and
after the user transactions identification and also sessions from access logs. The preprocessed data analysis is most valuable to all the organizations performing various
businesses over the web [10].
This is the Web mining key component. Pattern discovery converges the
algorithms and methods from various research areas, for example recognition,statistics,
data mining, and pattern machine learning. According to the methods adopted in this area,
I will introduce this procedure in the separate subsections as follows.
1. Statistical Analysis - Statistical methods are the most powerful tools in mining
knowledge about Web site visitorus. Through analyzing the statistical knowledge include
in the periodic report of Web system, the mined report can be potentially valuable for
improving the system performance, system security enhancing, facilitation the site
modification venture, and supplying aid for the marketing decisions [25].
2. Association Rules – This rule associates one items to another items in case of visit the
URL which is requested by the user. Association rmining systems can be used to detect
unordered correlations betweenfound items in a transactions database [24].
3. Clustering - Analysis of clustering is a method to group together data items (pages)
and users with the similar characteristics. user information clustering or pages can
facilitate the execution and development of future marketing approaches [24].
5. Sequential Pattern - This method follow in session, such that a items collection follows
the occurrence of another in a time-ordered collection of episodes or sessions. It‟s most
important for the Web marketer to predict the future trend, which help to place
advertisements aimed at various user groups. Sequential patterns also conclude few
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different kind of temporal analysis for example trend analysis, detection of change point,
or similarity analysis [25].
B. Pattern Analysis in web usage mining
Analysis of Pattern is a last phase of the complete WUM. The aim of this procedure is to
eliminate the irrelative patterns or rules and to remove the patterns or interesting rules
from the pattern discovery procedure output. The Web mining algorithm‟s output is often
not in the form appropriate for direct human consumption, and thus necessity to be
transform to a format can be assimilate simply. This can be complete with the help of few
analysis methodologies and also tools. There are two common methods For the patter
evaluation. One is to use knowledge mechanism of question for example SQL, even as
another different is to assemble multi-dimensional information dice beforeachieve
operations of OLAP [15]. Each of these approaches assume the output of the earlier stage
has been structured. There are more methods coming out in present years, for example
visualization etc.
This is also a fertilized area of research. Although there are quite a some commercial
analysis applications presented and numerous more are free on the Web, most of them are
dislike by users, considered too slow, inflexible, challenging to maintain and limited in
the functionality. To develop the efficient, flexible, and powerful tools, lots of work need
to be done for both developer and researcher.
Web Mining Application
Website Modification- The Website structure and content is significant to the user site
xperience/impression and the site„s usability. The issue is that various users kinds have
various preferences, background, information etc. creating it challenging (if not
impossible) to design discover that is optimal for each users. WUM can then be used to
identify which users kinds are website accessing, and their behavior, informationKnowhow which will also be then be used to manually re-design\design the web site, or to
automaticall alteration the structure and content based on the user profile visiting it.
Adaptive Websites are defined in more detail in [11].
Web Personalization – It is an attractive application Web companies area, permitting for
recommendations, campaigns of marketing etc. to be specifically customized for various
users types, and more importantly to do this in automatically, real-time, as the user
Website accesses. Such as, [12] and [13] uses association rules and grouping users
clustering and discover the user kind presently accessing the Website (based on the user„s
pat through the Website), in real-time, to dynamically adapt hyperlinks and Website
content.
bussiness Intelligence For web companies web mining is a strong tool to gather business
intelligence. to get competitive benefits. Patterns of the customers„Websiteactivities can
be used as significantinformation in the procedure decision-making, e.g. predicting
customers„ future behavior, recruiting novel customers and developing novel products are
valuable choices. There are numerous companies given (among other different things)
Web Mining and Web traffic services field analysis for mining bussiness intelligence,
e.g.[14] and [15].
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3. Literature Survey
Nasraoui and Krishnapuram et al. [16] discovered documents of user session and
formulated collection on basis of same characteristics applying fuzzy algorithms.
According to the research a page contain more than one cluster. After the usage data
distincti matrix preprocessing of preprocessed information is formed. This is used through
fuzzy logic algorithms in order to the cluster of user session.
Mobasher et. al. [17] , most advanced method, "WebPersonalizer". It is the most
powerful structure mining of web log files to the eliminate the valuable knowledge for the
recommendations purpose based on browsing similarities of present user to few user.
After cleaning and collective of the data (making several abstractions of collected
data),mining methods for Example organization rule , clustering, sequential sample
discovery, and classification are applied to be able to detect important usage patterns.
Probably the most large contribution of Berendt [18] in the WUM area is STRATDYN
add-on module. It defines the various between navigational patterns and then it‟s
develops the site semantics in the visualization of the outcomes. In this method, web
pages are grouped together on the concept hierarchies basis. He focused on "interval
based the coarsening" method for usage data at abstraction various stages. For this
purpose he used Common and coarsened stratograms for visualization of the outcomes.
The main drawback of this technique is that the web analytic service is not upto the mark.
Magdalini Eirinaki et. al. [19] focused on WUM. This procedure relies on the
statistical application of data mining approaches to the web log data, resulting in a useful
pattern set that indicate the user's navigation behavior. In this method numerous
algorithms of data mining are applied . All above mostly focused on web usage mining
and user profiling for personalized recommendations applying search queries and their
method is to provide common personalized atmosphere for all web users type.
The referrer-based technique and time-oriented techniques are collective to accomplish
identification session file [20]. Web access log enters the all records set in the web log
and saved according to time sequence. A User Session Set is found from Web Log Set
through following rules for example various users are distinguished with several IP
address. If the addressesof IP are same, the several browsers or OS indicate several users
and when the IP addresses are same, the several browsers and OS are same, the referrer
knowledge is taken from account. The URL is checked and a novel user session is
perceived if the URL is not found, or there is a substantial interim (over 10 seconds [21])
between the access time of this record and the earlier one if the current URL field is
empty. If the sessions identified in the previous phase include more than one visit through
the same user at At quite a lot of time, the time-oriented heuristics is then used to divide
the various visits into various user sessions. In this method, drawback was that the
complexity is high whilethis increased the accuracy.
A simple algorithm with the Baoyao Zhou [22]. An access session is generated as a
URL pair and the requested time in a requests sequence with a timestamp. The URL
duration is estimated as the alteration of solicitation time of successor section and present
session. If last URL does not have any successor .Sothe at the time of is estimated as the
average duration of the present entry. The end time of the session is the start time and
duration. This algorithm is suitable for more number of URL‟s in a session. The time set
by author is 30 minutes per session. In this method, drawback was that the time is very
much in a session.
Another technique applying Integer Programming was proposed through Robert F.Dell
[23]. The benefit of this technique is construction of each sessions simultaneously. He
suggests that all web log is considered as a registers from the same IP location and
operators and additionally connected are gathered to shape a session.
Another calculation proposed by Junjie Chen and Wei Liu in which session
recognizable proof and information cleaning is combined [24] In this deleting the content
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foreign to algorithms of mining gathered from web logs. Session record is searched if no
session exists, a novel session is established. In the event that the present session closes or
surpasses the preset time limit, the example will end it and founds a novel one. Graph
mining approaches, builds precise sessions and the time taken is additionally nearly less.
An optimal algorithm is devised by G.Arumugam and S.Suguna [25] to create accurate
way sequences through applying two different way hashed structure based access history
collection to frame a complete way with optimal time. There are two challenges in this
pursuit as in reverse reference expends additional time in unused pages likewise and
pages which are straightforwardly alluded from other distinctive server's prompts wrong
session recognizable proof. To succeed these issue's authors provide various calculation.
In this Session Identification calculation information structures for instance Array List to
tell to Web Log data and User Access List, a Hash table to server pages,in which two-way
hashed structure are used. Two ways hashed structure is used to store user accessed page
sequence. Two different hash tables secondary and primary hash tables are utilized as a
part of which essential is utilized to store sessions and pointers to auxiliary table which is
containing a full path navigation. To solve the time utilization just visited pages are put
away in access history rundown and unused is not considered. Utilizing a solitary pursuit
as a part of history list, the page arrangements are straightforwardly found. At the point
when pages are alluded from different servers straightforwardly begin from the page and
not from root. On the off chance that the page is not accessible in present sessions, begin
another session and we can derive this is not a retrogressive reference but rather the page
is skimmed in another server. This technique produces correct path than maximal forward
reference length strategies.

4. Problem Statement
1. The work till now is done on static web pages, that is why the problem arises in
dynamic web pages.
2. Another problem is the differentiation of the grouping done in the pattern analysis
phase i.e. we have not differentiated the users according to the type of users.
3. The users have not been distinguished based on various factors till now which
leads to a consistent growth only. Thus, a new approach can be suggested on this.

5. Proposed Idea
Web mining is the web marketing tool to the provide customers to website. Web log is
the source for the WUM to produce the visitors pattern. Pattern evaluation and generation
is the discovery web mining stage. Data preprocess and transformations are the
significantweb mining stage. This paper is explain the whole idea of the web mining and
the web usage mining. Data pre-processing is the main and first web usage mining stage.
Data transformation is used to protect the user data from malicious activity. We have
discussed various data preprocessing method on the basis of various factors like data,
input, output, memory required, working concept, complexity etc.
We will try to solve the problems discussed above in an innovative way by
applying less complex approach.
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6. Expected Results
1. The proposed idea will try to reduce the time complexity for the whole process.
2. The pattern analysis phase will be different which will give a new approach for
analyzing the data on various factors.
3. Dynamic web pages will be taken so that the process can be applied on the web
log of dynamic websites.
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